Using Cultivar Resistance to Reduce Inputs Against Late Blight

Summary
The late blight resistance of a cultivar offers significant potential in reducing fungicide inputs as part of an integrated control strategy. Both partial resistance (lower susceptibility) and fungicides can slow the development of late blight and many reports show that partial resistance in the foliage can be used to complement fungicide applications, cutting fungicide use through reduced application rates or extended intervals between sprays.

The use of resistant cultivars varies across Europe. In Western Europe, resistant cultivars are not grown on a large scale because commercially important characteristics such as quality, yield and earliness are usually not combined with late blight resistance in the same cultivar. However, in countries where fungicides are not available or very expensive, the use of resistant cultivars is one of the most important ways to reduce blight damage.

Breederes are constantly trying to produce cultivars that combine commercially important characteristics with late blight resistance, either by conventional breeding or using GMO techniques. Using cisgenesis - genetic modification using a natural gene from a crossable plant - may prove more publicly acceptable. However, a major barrier remains the durability of resistance, testing for which should be conducted according to EUCABLIGHT’s harmonised protocols. This Guide examines the current situation in Europe, the prospects for further progress and sources of information for advisers and growers.

For further information please contact:
Huub Schepers, Applied Plant Research, Wageningen University, Postbus 430, 8200AK, Lelystad, Netherlands.
Telephone: 00 31 320 291 636
E-mail: huub.schepers@wur.nl
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ENDURE is the European Network for the Durable Exploitation of Crop Protection Strategies. ENDURE is a Network of Excellence (NoE) with two key objectives: restructuring European research and development on the use of plant protection products, and establishing ENDURE as a world leader in the development and implementation of sustainable pest control strategies through:

> Building a lasting crop protection research community
> Providing end-users with a broader range of short-term solutions
> Developing a holistic approach to sustainable pest management
> Taking stock of and informing plant protection policy changes.
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Using Cultivar Resistance to Reduce Fungicide Inputs Against Late Blight

The late blight resistance of a cultivar offers the greatest potential for reducing fungicide use in integrated control strategies.

Where there is strong demand from consumers, retailers or governments for less fungicide input or even no input at all (organic agriculture), the late blight resistance of a cultivar provides an important tool to achieving it. Indeed, this element of the integrated control strategy offers the largest potential for reducing fungicide input. Both partial resistance (lower susceptibility) and fungicides can slow down the development of late blight, and many reports show that partial resistance in the foliage can be used to complement fungicide applications, cutting fungicide use through reduced application rates or extended intervals between sprays.

Resistance for widely grown varieties

In Western Europe, resistant cultivars are not grown on a large scale because commercially important characteristics such as quality, yield and earliness are usually not combined with late blight resistance in the same cultivar. From the grower’s perspective, savings in fungicide input using resistant cultivars are no compensation for the higher (perceived) risk from blight.

In countries where fungicides are not available or very expensive, the use of resistant cultivars is one of the most important ways to reduce blight damage. In Poland, resistance to viruses is being utilised, though resistance to late blight is not sufficient in the widely grown potato cultivars.

Modern breeding offers potential

Breeders are constantly trying to produce cultivars that combine commercially important characteristics with late blight resistance: either by conventional breeding using crossing and selection or using GMO techniques.

Using cisgenesis to introduce high resistance to ‘market selected’ potato cultivars offers the best potential, as it is a method that may be more acceptable to the public than transgenesis. Cisgenesis is the genetic modification of a recipient plant with a natural gene from a crossable - sexually compatible - plant. Besides the technique of inserting the desired gene, it does not contain antibiotic resistance marker genes or strong promotors originating from unrelated organisms.

Testing for resistance

Another barrier to the use of resistant cultivars is the risk that resistance is not durable. Especially with the sexually reproducing population of *P. infestans*, the risk for breaking the resistance could be increased.

The stability of resistance is very important. In many European countries cultivars are tested for resistance to late blight and it is important to know how frequently these tests are updated. It is recommended that the harmonised protocols developed in EUCABLIGHT are used to test resistance and stability of resistance. The resistance genes used in cultivars are not known. It is also difficult to find information on the use and distribution of resistant cultivars.

Sources of information

Information regarding the late blight population, the present status of cultivar resistance and the fungicide strategies to make optimal use of the already existing resistance in commercially interesting cultivars can be transferred to other European potato growing areas. The EUCABLIGHT (www.eucabligh.org) website already contains a lot of this information.

In France resistance is monitored during the season so that information can be applied in Integrated Pest Management (IPM) control strategies during the same season. In most Decision Support Systems, resistance is taken into account. To make better use of resistance it is recommended that the influence of resistance on the epidemic is described in a better way, so that the IPM control can be adapted accordingly.